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Abstract
The problem of multimodal interaction is discussed. The use of blinking and winking,
interpreted as Beye gestures,^ is considered. The main aim of this study is to propose a simple
method that allows the recognition of the state of the eye: open or closed; and to distinguish
between blinking and winking. Wearable technology has been used in the introduced solution.
Placing the camera close to the eye allows us to simplify the complicated image analysis. The
proposed method works irrespective of the user’s location and his/her gaze direction. Further,
the use of infrared radiation limits the influence of external disturbing factors such as lighting
conditions and pollution. The new solution is tested in two types of experiments: with 2 × 5000
pictures of open and closed eyes and with a group of 30 participants. The total correctness of
the eye state recognition is 99.68% (99.94% for open eyes and 99.42% for closed ones). This
result implies that the proposed solution can be effectively applied to real-world scenarios.
Two applications are considered. In the first one, blinking recognition allows us to check
whether safety glasses are used appropriately. In the second application, the control of mouse
keys is replaced with eye gestures interpreted from a winking analysis. The introduced solution
allows for effective and correct eye state recognition. The new method of control by eye
gestures was accepted by the participants of this study.

Keywords Multimodal interaction . Blinking .Winking . Eye state recognition

1 Introduction

Multimodal interaction is a method of communication that plays an increasingly important role
in the technical applications of everyday life. From year to year, new devices use more and
more interesting methods of control and communication: touch, gestures, and body language;
what else does the future hold? The use of eye gestures (as blinking/winking interpretation) is a
relatively new form of communication, but with Bvisible^ potential.
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Blinking is a simple physiological activity to which we do not attach much
significance. However, this activity can be very useful in multimedia applications.
Supporting communication with a computer for disabled or paralyzed people is a
difficult but very important task. For these people, blinking/winking can be an
effective way of transmitting information or controlling devices. Certain advanced
applications of this method of communication have also been reported thus far. In
contrast, winking can be an additional control element in complex systems, for game
players, and in situations where the users have busy hands. A computer mouse is the
most popular pointing device today, which allows not only the selection of an
appropriate object but also the generation of an appropriate system event. To control
such events, the mouse is equipped with a few (1 to 3) keys. An application that
replaces the clicking of the mouse keys by eye gestures can be considered. Such an
application would be universal, but the basic problem is the correct recognition of the
user’s winking. We can also consider a different application where the registration of
blinking can be a sign of human presence. Such identification can sometimes be
simpler than the analysis of a thermogram or a search for other signs of life such as
heart rate or periodic local changes in the level of carbon dioxide. In both these
situations, the success of the application depends on the correctness of the recognition
of the closing and opening of the eyes.

2 Motivation and aim of the article

There are many known solutions that allow for mowing the cursor without using
hands. For this purpose, the identification of head movements based on the head
image [23] or facial image analysis [14] is often used. It is also possible to use
additional sensors, e.g. accelerometers [27], or gyro sensors [17]. However, cursor
movement control is not enough to replace a computer mouse. The basic motivation
for undertaking the research is the need for effective and hands-free generation of
system events that are normally provided by the mouse keys. We chose to use blink/
wink to solve the problem. It is the simplest action that is always available and does
not interfere with the tasks in most situations. The main aim of this study is to
develop a simple method that allows the recognition of the state of the eye
(open/closed) and to distinguish between blinking and winking. We also consider
two applications where the blink and wink action plays the decisive role. In such a
situation, the eye state recognition should work rapidly, effectively, and correctly
irrespective of the environment and the external factors.

3 Recognition of the eye state and multimodal interaction

Face and eye images as well as gaze tracking are analyzed in various applications of
multimodal interactions. Face recognition and the analysis of closing and opening
eyes are presented in [35]. The authors proposed a nonstandard control of computers
for the disabled. Mandal et al. [26] performed a complex analysis (skin color, shape,
etc.) to recognize the position and movement of the head. Jaimes and Sebe [13]
presented a general review of methods used in multimodal human–computer
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interactions. They also described the use of face image analysis and gaze tracking.
Blinking itself can be the basis of various applications. Grauman et al. [11] proposed
a method of communication for the disabled based on blinking and eyebrow move-
ment. Driver’s fatigue, drowsiness, and degradation of concentration can be detected
by analyzing the blinking parameters [19, 21].

The visual analysis of a facial image is the most popular method (also the oldest
one) for blinking detection. Such an image can be captured with a camera. The face
shape in the first step and the eye region in the second are separated. Since then,
various methods have been used for blinking detection: statistical analysis [2], pupil
detection in the image [18], or image comparison to the templates [10]. Le and Liu in
[22] built an open/closed classifier based on a future vector obtained using a principal
component analysis. To make the image analysis independent of the external lighting
conditions, infrared (IR) radiation is sometimes applied. Kapoor and Picard [15] used
IR light-emitting diodes (IR LEDs) and an IR camera for the head position (and
movement) analysis.

Blinking can be detected in a simple way by using the eye tracking method. Eye tracking
(oculography) is used in many fields of research and interaction applications. Singh and Singh
[33] presented a review of eye tracking implementations related to multimodal interactions. A
review of methods used in eye tracking is presented in [1, 29]. Eye tracking also allows the
recognition of eye blinking as part of the standard task, but the use of eye tracking only for
such a purpose would be ineffective.

Blinking can be also recognized with other techniques: the use of surface electromyography
(sEMG) for the identification of appropriate muscle tension [5] or the use of electrooculogra-
phy (EOG) [20].

On the other hand, multimodal interaction (with which our problem is related) is a wider
issue. It touches the recognition of human activities during various types of interactions [7, 24,
25]. A review of various solutions with regard to many aspects and comparative analysis is not
the purpose of our article. However, it is worth to refer our proposal to similar solutions. We
present such a concise comparison in the scope of the considered solutions in summary of this
article.

4 Eye physiology: Blinking and winking

Eyesight is the most complex sense of humans. The eye ensures the reception of
visual impressions; it is a complex instrument, but a very delicate one. The eyelids
(upper and lower) serve a very important protective function. During the normal
functioning of the sense of sight, blinking ensures the appropriate wetting of the
cornea of the eye through an even distribution of tears. At the same time, this
mechanism causes the natural removal of fine impurities from the surface of the
cornea. Under difficult ambient conditions, closing the eyelids protects against dust
and other impurities. The closing of the eyelids blocks (in fact significantly reduces)
the amount of light during sleep. The physiology of the eye and the blinking
mechanism have been well known for a long time and have been documented [9,
16, 30, 36]. Depending on individual predispositions and external conditions, a human
being blinks approximately 6–30 times/min (on average, approximately 16 times/min)
[20]. Mental and emotional activities affect the frequency of blinking. Talking and
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verbal engagement, as well as anger, excitement, stress, fear, and fatigue, can increase
the frequency by several times. In contrast, reading or absorbing visual work (the
concentration of drivers, for example), and above all, working at the computer,
reduces the frequency of blinking. Environmental factors have an independent influ-
ence. Low humidity, cigarette smoke, and pollution naturally stimulate the blinking
mechanism to work more frequently.

A single blink can be divided into three phases: fast eyelid closing, closure state, relatively
slow (approximately two times slower than closing) opening [20]. The full cycle of a single
blink takes from 100 ms to 400 ms [32]. It is often assumed that a longer time of closing the
eye (approximately 1000 ms) means micro-sleep and is most often associated with fatigue.
Modern research [28] indicates the relationship between the eyes’ closed state (blinking) and
temporary rest of the brain. The natural blink includes synchronously both the left and the right
eye and is a physiological activity that does not require control, although humans can
consciously extend the period between blinks. In contrast, a human being can close his/her
eyelids in an intended manner—as intentional winking. Winking is the conscious closing of
the eyelids: in a conscious way, we can close independently the left and the right eye and
control the closing time. For a certain group of people, winking with one eye can be very
difficult. The work of the eyelids is controlled by a complex muscle system. Further, the oculi
and the levator palpebrae superioris muscle are associated with the upper eyelid, and the
inferior palpebral muscle is associated with the lower eyelid [20]. Such muscles can be
identified using sEMG.

5 Recognition of the eye state—The main idea

The expected solution requires the consideration of various aspects. On the one hand, we took
into account the solutions reported in previous studies. On the other hand, we analyzed the
physiological properties of the eyes and the versatility of the considered applications. There-
fore, we propose the following assumptions for our solution of the blink and wink recognition:

& It should allow us to distinguish blinking from winking on the basis of the analyzed eye
closure time.

& It should work correctly with any position of the head and any gaze direction.
& It should work correctly when the face is obscured (partially and almost completely).
& It should work effectively in real time, so the method should be simple and fast.

The simplest solution, known from past research, would be to use a set of cameras, implement
an appropriate face recognition algorithm, separate the eye image, and finally, analyze the eye
state. However, such a solution does not meet our assumptions, and under real conditions, it
would be very difficult to implement and ineffective. To simplify the issue, we concentrate on
the wearable technology [6]. Placing the camera locally very close to the eye allows us to limit
the image only to the image of the eye (or its fragment). This solution allows us to simplify the
complicated image analysis as much as possible. Further, the solution works irrespective of the
user’s location and his gaze direction. Additionally, we propose the use of IR radiation and IR
cameras to limit the effect of external disturbing factors (lighting conditions, pollution, etc.).
The application of wearable technology should meet an additional requirement: the used
sensor (camera, etc.) cannot obscure the field of view.
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The images of closed and open eyes differ significantly. In the first case, we see the skin of
closed eyelids, and in the second case, the pupil, iris, and sclera (white of the eye). Human skin
has a very characteristic color [3, 31], which in combination with the white color of the eye
allows us to effectively distinguish between eye states (closed/open), in both daylight and
artificial light, even from a distance. Such an application of skin color recognition would be
very interesting. However, a preliminary study has shown that the color analysis for the
diagnosis of eye closure is very complicated.

We propose the determination of the state of the eye on the basis of the analysis of the light
reflection in the eye image [8]. The light that falls on any surface (also the surface of the
human body) is partially reflected [3, 8]. We can distinguish between specular (directional) or
diffused (scattered) reflection depending on the type of surface. The surface of the eyelid (skin)
reflects in a diffused manner, and the eyeball reflects, primarily, directionally. To carry out the
analyses irrespective of the external lighting conditions, we decided to use IR radiation (instead
of visible light). In addition, it prevented the occurrence of glare, which could interfere with the
user’s work. In our solution, a micro camera recorded the image of the eye that was illuminated
by an IR LED. The IR radiation reflected from the eyeball (when the eye was open) was
clearly visible (Fig. 1b). In this case, we observed a small but very bright point of reflection.
The IR radiation reflected from the eyelid (if the eye was closed) did not create such a visible
bright point of reflection (Fig. 1a) because the human skin had very strong diffusion properties.

Therefore, we could very easily determine the state of the eye only on the basis of the
reflection analysis. If a bright point of specular reflection was observed, the eye was open; if
not, the eye was closed.

6 Algorithm of the reflection analysis

We implemented the algorithm for the analysis of the images recorded by the micro cameras in
three steps:

Fig. 1 Captured image of the left eye: (a) closed and (b) open. The horizontal line passing through the brightest
pixel is marked. Brightness distribution in this line: (c) closed eye and (d) open eye
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1. Determination of the point of light reflection in the image. In the first version of the
method, we observed that most often, the point of reflection was represented as a group of
bright, neighboring pixels. Therefore, we searched for a group of pixels by analyzing the
brightness difference between neighboring pixels. We analyze images stored in 8 bits of
gray scale - which allows considering 256 levels of luminance from 0 (black) to 255
(white). In the image of the eye (Fig. 1b) we selected points with the highest luminance. If
there are several such neighboring points, they form the considered group. If there is only
one such point, among the neighboring points we choose those that have a luminance
level by 1 degree lower. These points together with the brightest point form the considered
group. Then, we determined the exact point/pixel of the reflection as the center of gravity.
For several bright groups, we selected the brightest one. After conducting experiments on
a set of eye images (opened and closed), we simplified the method. We found it
considerably easier and sufficiently effective to simply look for the brightest pixel in the
eye image. Additionally, because we did not have to search the entire image, we limited
the search area. The excluded areas are marked (crossed) in Fig. 1a and b. Excluded area
means an area where the camera does not record the reflection. It depends, simply, on the
position of the camera and the IR diode. We determined it experimentally.

2. Determination of the brightness profile for the image. After the first step, we found the
brightest point in the image. Through this point, a horizontal line (of one pixel width) was
analyzed. For each point on this line, the brightness of the image was determined. Then,
we generated a brightness profile as a graph based on the brightness level of each pixel
from this line (Fig. 1c and d). The 1-byte grayscale was used; therefore, for each point of
the brightness profile, a line segment of up to 255 pixels was obtained.

3. Determination of the eye state. In this step, we analyzed the local differences in the
brightness profile. Starting from the maximum point of the profile, we found the largest
decrease in the neighborhood, taking into account the local level differences. The graph
for the diffused reflection (Fig. 1c) was characterized by small differences in the lumi-
nance levels and a slow increase and decrease in the luminance around the highest point.
In this case, the eye was closed. The graph of specular reflection (Fig. 1d) was charac-
terized by large differences in the levels of luminance and a rapid increase and decrease in
the luminance around the point of the highest level. In this case, the eye was open. To
show the difference between Bsmall differences^ (for diffuse reflection) and Blarge
differences^ (for specular) we marked triangles with the highest level of luminance in
Fig. 1c and d. The base of the triangle corresponds to the level of luminance beyond the
highest decrease in the luminance value near maximum. Typical decreases in the lumi-
nance value for diffuse are 5–10 of gray levels, for specular approx. 100 or more. The
differences between the decreases are so large that any threshold in this range allows
distinguishing the eye condition correctly. We adopted threshold = 50. This is indicated in
the figures: the dashed line means the decrease of luminance value by 50 in relation to the
maximum. The brightness profile was analyzed only to distinguish between two cases
(specular or diffused reflection) rather than determine the reflection properties. Therefore,
the analysis was simple and fast.

The most important part of the algorithm (determination of the eye state based on the
brightness profile in horizontal line) can be described in symbolic form as a pseudo code
(pidgin code) as follows:
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Let LBP (l,i) be the luminance level of the brightness profile in line l for pixel i. Let
il_max be the index of pixel where exist the maximum of luminance (point of reflection) in
line l. So LBP (l,il_max) be the luminance value in point of reflection. Let LTh be the
threshold assumed in the algorithm. For simplicity, the maximum difference in the levels of
luminance is searched for pixels in the range of [i – LTh, i + LTh].

7 Analysis of signals generated from eye states

We analyzed the channels for the left and the right eye separately. In each channel,
the eye closure signal was recorded and its duration (tx) was measured. To correctly
distinguish between blinking and winking, we experimentally determined the longest
time of natural blinking (t0) and the shortest time of intentional winking (t1). Taking
into account the time t1, we experimentally determined two additional times t2 and t3,
such that t1 < t2 < t3. The set of gestures for the left and the right eye is shown in
Fig. 2. We did not analyze cases when one eye was closed and the other was winking
because doing so is difficult for many people.

Therefore, on the basis of the duration (tx), we propose a simple classification for recog-
nizing eye gestures.

Natural blinking Natural eye blinking is characterized by the simultaneous occurrence of very
short signals in both channels (tx < t0), shown as gesture B0 in Fig. 2.

Unnatural (non-standard) blinking Very rarely, but it can so happen that t0 < tx < t1, both
synchronously and asynchronously. This denotes a special case caused by, for example,
external factors (air blast, dust, etc.). Such a closing of the eye cannot be included as
intentional winking. However, this eye gesture is the closest to natural blinking. Such a
situation corresponds to the BL0 and BR0 gestures. We analyzed these gestures separately
because the durations for the left and right eyes were different.
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Simultaneous winking of both eyes In this case, the user intentionally closes both his//her
eyes simultaneously for a certain period of time (tx > t1). This state is interpreted as gesture W1.

Shorter wink with one eye (the other is open) If t1 < tx < t2, then there is a shorter intentional
wink. It corresponds to gestures WL1 and WR1.

Longer wink with one eye (the other is open) If t2 < tx < t3, then there is a longer intentional
wink. It corresponds to gestures WL2 and WR2. If t3 < tx, then the eye is closed intentionally
for a relatively very long time (gestures WL3 and WR3); this gesture is strictly not a wink.

The values of time parameters were determined experimentally, taking also into account
result of other studies concerning blinking mechanism [9, 16, 20, 32]. Parameter values are as
follows: t0 = 0.4 s, t1 = 0.5 s, t2 = 1 s, t3 = 3 s. Such parameters have been proposed to all
participants. Most of them mastered the using of eye gestures after a few minutes of exercises.
A few participants, having difficulties in winking with one eye, asked for extending the time.
After the individual correction, the participants worked correctly.

Fig. 2 Eye gestures: B0 and W1, BL0 and BR0, WL1 and WR1, WL2 and WR2, and WL3 and WR3
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8 Prototype and technical solutions

We developed and manufactured the prototype. The main purpose of this was to
replace the pointing device based on head movements, but the application described
here is very important because it allowed us to replace mouse clicks with eye
gestures. The prototype allowed us to study the first step of the problem analysis
and helped in development of the algorithm for the recognition of eye states. The
prototype also helped us to test the entire introduced solution.

In the prototype, we used two modules of IR LEDs and cameras, separately for
the left and the right eye. Each module recorded reflections from the surface of
one eye, and the signal was transmitted via a USB cable to a computer where our
algorithm analyzed the image of the eye. We used an eyeglasses frame as a tool
for mounting the rigid cameras and the LEDs in appropriate places before the
eyes.

The most important parameter for the entire project was the quality of the
recorded images. We experimentally determined that the image (from the micro
camera) had a low resolution ranging from 4800 pixels (80 × 60) to 0.3 megapixels
(640 × 480). This was consistent with the findings of previous research [22]. The use
of a very large resolution increased the computational cost and did not improve
effectiveness. Note that today there is a tendency to manufacture cameras with a
considerably higher resolution. This implies that to analyze the blinking gesture, we
should use a significantly reduced resolution (averaging the image) or use non-
standard camera modes if possible. Additionally, in our solution for low resolutions
of camera (max 640 × 480) and close device settings, noise problem does not occur.
So we do not need preprocessing of the acquired images.

The second important parameter was the frequency of registration (and analysis)
of the eye image. After analyzing the time dependencies, we assumed that the eye
state examination was performed 25 times/s, i.e., every 40 ms. This frequency
allowed us to register at least two eye images even during the fastest closing cycle
(100 ms).

The crucial condition for practical applications was to ensure work safety. The main
problem in our solution was the IR radiation, which had a harmful effect on the eyes.
Therefore, we had to select safe ranges of the IR LED parameters.

IR radiation has been documented to be safe for the human eye when two
parameters meet the appropriate range criteria: the wavelength should be greater than
1400 nm, and the emission at the retinal level should not exceed 100 W/m2 [37]. We
used IR LEDs having a wavelength of 1550 nm and appropriate rated power.
Additionally, we repeatedly attempted to reduce the power relative to the nominal
value. Finally, we received the smallest level of the power at which the algorithm of
the reflection analysis worked correctly.

An additional problem is the speed and work efficiency of our solution. However, our
method of eye state recognition is so simple that the experiments from the first trials showed
the possibility of working in real time. Moreover, the analysis of the computer’s processor load
has shown that the blinking analysis works in the background and practically does not take up
computer resources.
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9 Applications of the recognized eye gestures

The proposed method for the time analysis of the eye states is the simplest possible and has the
ability to separate different eye gestures. We distinguished among sets of gestures, which have
practical applications. We proposed two different applications where the entire set of the
analyzed eye states and gestures could be used.

9.1 Safety glasses—Check whether they are worn

Ensuring work safety under industrial conditions is one of the most important tasks of an
employer. Eyes are particularly vulnerable to factors that can lead to eye damage. In many
workplaces, there are potentially dangerous factors for our eyes: mechanical (filings and other
machining waste), chemical and biological (corrosive or toxic substances), optical (ultraviolet
radiation). Therefore, in many workplaces, the use of personal protective equipment is strictly
required [4]. The eyes are protected by the use of appropriate protective goggles and safety
glasses or full face protective gear. A separate problem is the awareness of threats among
employees. Unfortunately, very often, despite training and restrictions, not all of the employees
use personal protective equipment in all of the required situations [38]. Even safety glasses
matched in the best way are always an uncomfortable addition. The reluctance to wear these
glasses is heightened by the conviction that if we have been able to work without an accident
for a long time, we will be able to do so in the future. Sometimes, the employee, when going to
the workplace, gets glasses but does the work without them. Glasses instead of protecting his/
her eyes go into his/her pocket. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) analyzed the
number of workers who experienced eye injuries and noticed that nearly three out of five of
them had not worn safety glasses when the injury occurred [34].

Therefore, we are faced with a non-trivial problem: how do we check whether the employee
correctly uses the personal protective equipment? Are the glasses worn to protect the eyes or
whether they are in the pocket or on the table? To check this, we could mount sensors onto the
frames of the glasses and analyze the selected parameters from the following sample list:

& Temperature (and its changes over time) of the nearest surface—whether it corresponds to
the temperature of the human body.

& Distance from the surface of the skin—does it correspond to the correct position of the
glasses.

& Color of the nearest surface—does it correspond to the color of the human skin.
& Vibration analysis—whether the human heart rate can be recognized.

In the laboratory, such analyses would lead to interesting research findings. However, under
industrial conditions, these solutions are completely useless. Therefore, we developed the
following simple method for check whether the safety glasses are worn and whether they are
worn appropriately:

& Mount a micro camera and micro LED IR on the frame of the safety glasses.
& Install a microcontroller with the software for analyzing the state of the eyes in the frame of

glasses (software should implement points 6 and 7 mentioned above in this paper).
& Recognize eye gestures B0, BL0, and BR0.
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& Perform this analysis every few seconds; the result will be transmitted by a simple wireless
transmitter to the information system of the industrial plant.

Note that we used all of the blink states (B0, BL0, and BR0), although it would have been
sufficient to check whether the eyes were closed. However, extracting blinking (with a specific
duration and frequency) provided additional information regarding whether the employee was
tired or whether he/she fell asleep. In contrast, the correctness of the operation of the closing
eye recognition algorithm confirmed that the micro camera recorded the image of the eye and
not any blinking shape. This confirmed that the glasses protected the eyes.

9.2 Eye control in multimodal interaction

When we analyzed the known system commands generated with the mouse, we could assign
system events to eye gestures (Table 1). The eye gestures B0, BL0, and BR0 were not used in
this application. Eye gesture W1 fulfilled a special role in our application. We assumed that it
was used to enable/disable the detection system of winking. To practically use the gestures and
the system events from Table 1, we developed software that after recognizing the eye gestures,
assigned the appropriate system events. This software was installed as a driver instead of a
standard mouse key driver.

Note the differences in the system events between the use of the mouse and the use of eye
gestures. For many years, we have used the single click and the double click of a mouse.
Performing such activities by using our hands is not a problem. However, a similar imple-
mentation for the system events with the eye winking gesture would be very difficult for the
user. Therefore, we proposed replacing the single click and the double click by differentiating
between the winking duration. In addition, we individually adjusted the times for each user;
this provided a comfortable working environment.

Because the use of eye gestures is not a new idea, it is worth paying attention to the
advantages of our solution. Applications that use eye tracking [33] or electromyography
(sEMG) [5] require specialized equipment, are difficult to implement and practically used
only in the laboratory. Our solution is simple and the device is light and easy to use.
Applications that use image registration [35] from one or more cameras require complex
and difficult algorithms for image processing. The method proposed in our solution is very
simple and practically does not burden the computer resources. However, the most important

Table 1 Used eye gestures and corresponding events

Eye
gesture

Closing time (tx) System event

Left eye Right
eye

W1 t1 < tx t1 < tx Switch on and off (of the interaction)
WL1 t1 < tx ≤ t2 tx = 0 Single click of the left mouse button
WL2 t2 < tx ≤ t3 tx = 0 Double click of the left mouse button
WL3 t3 < tx tx = 0 Hold down of the left mouse button
WR1 tx = 0 t1 < tx ≤ t2 Single click of the right mouse button
WR2 tx = 0 t2 < tx ≤ t3 Single click of the central mouse button or scroll(double click of the right

mouse button is not popular)
WR3 tx = 0 t3 < tx Hold down of the right mouse button
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advantage of our solution is mobility. The user with our glasses can control eye gestures at any
position of the head and anywhere in the room. This is never possible with even a professional
eye-tracker or a set of cameras.

10 Tests

We prepared two independent types of tests for our solution. In the first type, we used 2 × 5000
pictures of the eyes (open and closed). The collection of images has been prepared by us
previously, based on the registration of eye images of several people. The photos have been
carefully selected and divided into two groups: eyes open and eyes closed. The set of pictures
was selected such that it contained examples of different eye positions (different eye gaze
positions) and of various lighting conditions (natural and artificial light, and low and high
levels of light). In the second type of tests, we performed the experiments in a real environ-
ment, on a group of 30 participants.

We tested our solution on the basis of the following two categories:

& Correctness of eye state recognition (closed/open). The result of this test also showed the
correctness of the safety glasses application. In this category, we performed tests based on
eye pictures and tests with a group of participants.

& Efficiency of using eye gestures to control events instead of mouse keys. In this category,
we performed tests with a group of participants.

10.1 Tests of eye state recognition

The test results of the correctness of recognizing the state of the eye on the basis of an image
analysis are summarized in Table 2. The correctness of recognizing the open eye was very high.
The introduced algorithm for recognition, based on the analysis of the reflection of radiation,
allowed us, with almost 100% correctness, to identify open eyes (99.94%). The correctness of
the recognition of closed eyes was slightly lower; it was 99.42%. The incorrect recognition was
in most cases caused by a diffused reflection of the radiation in the area of the eyelashes. The
total correctness of the eye recognition was 99.68%. This was a very good result, particularly as
there was a low probability of two neighboring recorded images to be incorrectly identified.

The experiments performed on a group of 30 participants showed that practically, a 100%
efficiency of determining the state of the eye was obtained in real time. Here, the term
Bpractically^ implies that the errors of the eye state recognition were observed only when
the participant wore the glasses incorrectly or deliberately carelessly.

Table 2 Results of the correctness of eye state recognition

The real state of the eye:
open

The real state of the eye:
closed

The algorithm: the eye state is recognized as open 4997 29
The algorithm: the eye state is recognized as

closed
3 4971

Correctness 99.94% 99.42%
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10.2 Tests of using the eye gestures for mouse control

The participants (from a group of 30) had computer experience, but the proposed solution was
new to all. They had to perform a set of simple tasks of moving or selecting elements on the
screen. However, they had to use winking instead of mouse clicking. After the tests, the
participants were asked to evaluate the new solution. In the assessment, we used methods
consistent with the Standard ISO 9241–411:2012 [12]. The participants evaluated our solution
using a five-step subjective scale, in three independent subjects: operation speed, accuracy, and
general comfort (Fig. 3).

The high values of the evaluation parameters showed the acceptance and the correctness of
our solution. In the discussion, the participants drew attention to the novelty of our solution
and to the problem resulting from the habit of using a standard mouse. Our algorithm allowed
for individual tuning of the time conditions for each participant; however, the participants
noticed sometimes problem with double clicking replaced by a long period of closed eye. The
participants also pointed out that for some people, winking at the right moment could be a very
difficult task. This limitation seemed to be the most serious problem of our solution.

11 Summary

The main aim of this study was to develop a simple method for recognizing the eye states with
the possibility of distinguishing between blinking and winking. We introduced a new solution
in which we proposed a simple and effective algorithm for recognizing open and closed eyes on
the basis of an eye image analysis. To simplify this analysis IR radiation was used. The concise
comparison of our solution and other methods discussed in literature is presented in Table 3.

We proposed two different applications concerning multimodal interactions. In the first
application, we used blinking recognition to check whether safety glasses were used appro-
priately. The correct use of personal protective equipment is one of the most important tasks
for ensuring work safety under industrial conditions. Our solution solves this problem in a
simple and effective manner.

Fig. 3 Frequency of grades in the participants’ evaluation: (a) Operation speed: from 1 (unacceptable) to 5
(acceptable), the average result was 4.0 (δ = 0.83). b Accuracy: from 1 (very inaccurate) to 5 (very accurate), the
average result was 4.47 (δ = 0.73). c General comfort: from 1 (very uncomfortable) to 5 (very comfortable), the
average result was 3.5 (δ = 0.86)
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The second application involves controlling system events with winking. Initially, the aim
of this application was to replace the mouse keys by eye gestures interpreted from the winking
analysis. However, we realized that our solution could be used in many fields of multimodal
interactions such as situations where user hands are busy and the mouse button cannot be
clicked, and situations where an additional form of control is needed: an extra control element
for game players or a nonstandard control form in professional systems for the operating room.

Moreover, we built a simple prototype in which the proposed solution was used. The
intended purpose of the prototype was to replace the pointing device by head movements. The
application of control by eye gestures replaced mouse clicking and was used as an independent
but very important module of interaction.

Our solution was tested with two independent types of tests. In the first one, we used 2 ×
5000 images of open and closed eyes; we conducted the second experiment on a group of 30
participants. We tested the new solution for different eye gaze positions and for various lighting
conditions such as natural and artificial light, and low and high levels of light. The total
correctness of eye recognition was 99.68%. This was a very good result that proved the practical
feasibility of the proposed solution. Additionally, the new method of system control with eye
gestures was accepted by the participants and allowed for quick and comfortable work.
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